Invite Guests to
team on the run

Team on the run (TOTR) collaboration
tools provide an efﬁcient way for team
members to communicate with each
other inside of an organization.
To
build
an
effective
business
ecosystem, team on the run users will
now be able to communicate, in a
secure way, with external people
(customers, partners, suppliers, etc.) as
a uniﬁed group within the same
platform so that all the information is
centralized and easy to track.

Empower teams to
work efﬁciently
and move projects
forward!

SOLUTIONS TEAM ON THE RUN OFFERS
TO YOUR ORGANIZATION
At STREAMWIDE, we listen to our customers and are
committed to offering them all the appropriate tools to
help them enhance communication and collaboration
in their organizations :

Invite temporary guests to collaborate in a
fully secure virtual environment
TOTR is a business application with advanced
encrypted communication and protocols that
prevent vulnerabilities. Say goodbye to unsecure
meeting links, TOTR guests will receive their own
activation code by SMS/Email, protecting your
organization’s
data
from
cyber-attacks.
Additionally, inviting guests is subject to admin’s
authorization and therefore can be controlled and
audited.

Centralize all the communication with your
business ecosystem within a single app
No need to switch to another communication app
when your teams want to contact customers or
providers. Now with TOTR Guest function, your
teams can coordinate internally and/or with third
parties within the same all-in-one business
solution and save valuable time and team effort.
TOTR users and guests will Act as One having a
more secure and less disruptive virtual space
where to communicate, centralize information,
and keep projects on schedule.

Add colleagues and onboard new hires in a
timely manner

Limit guests' access to corporate
information

With TOTR, current users can instantly add new
users to the platform without delays. Team
members are now able to open TOTR accounts for
colleagues/new hires so that they can be immediately connected to communicate with the team.

Based on the guest proﬁle conﬁgured by the
admin, guests will have limited access to certain
TOTR features and will not have visibility to the
company directory or any other sensitive corporate
information.

